Press Release – For Immediate Release
Hunter Systems Group Wins the Minnesota Department of Corrections State Contract to Provide
Hunter Smartshot® to Its Facilities
The Minnesota DOC has purchased 13 units for its Corrections Facilities to Replace Its Existing Photo
Manager Application
Scituate, MA. April 11, 2013. Hunter Systems Group, Inc. today announced that it has executed a
contract with the Minnesota Department of Administration to Supply 13 Hunter Smartshot® systems to
the State’s Department of Correction facilities. This contract permits the Minnesota DOC to replace its
existing Photo Manager Application with a fully integrated system that captures NIST-compliant, facial
recognition-ready mug shot photographs with just a click of a mouse.
“We are excited to work with the State of Minnesota as we robustly expand our presence throughout
the Midwest law enforcement market. We believe that this is a beneficial product for correctional
institutions around the country to use since it captures consistent, biometrically-capable, facial
recognition-ready photographs and mug shots,” states President and CEO Mark Thompson.
“Inconsistencies in lighting and positioning are practically eliminated when the process is completely
automated and employs biometric capabilities. With Hunter Smartshot®’s easy-to-use technology,
photographs originating from the Minnesota Department of Corrections will be NIST-compliant and
enabled for facial recognition deployment.“
Upon completion of the contract, Hunter SmartShot® will be installed in over 350 law enforcement
locations around the United States and abroad.

About Hunter Systems Group, Inc.
Based in Scituate, Massachusetts, Hunter Systems Group provides flexible, scalable and necessary tools
to make law enforcement applications more controlled and predictable. Hunter Systems Group’s
software and hardware products make targeting, apprehending and processing criminals more timely
and effective than ever before. Hunter Systems Group’s goal is to enhance the management of its
client’s particular organization and improve its effectiveness. Additionally, our staff of law enforcement
personnel, software developers and business professionals gives our clients the comprehensive
attention and our products the edge needed to excel in this demanding marketplace. Hunter
Smartshot® is the trademark of Hunter Systems Group, Inc., in the United States and/or in other
countries. All other brands, products or service names are or may be trademarks, registered trademarks
or service marks of, and used to identify, products or services of their respective owners.
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